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Abstract. We examine some fundamental theoretical limits on the abil-
ity of practical digital holography �DH� systems to resolve detail in an
image. Unlike conventional diffraction-limited imaging systems, where a
projected image of the limiting aperture is used to define the system
performance, there are at least three major effects that determine the
performance of a DH system: �i� The spacing between adjacent pixels on
the CCD, �ii� an averaging effect introduced by the finite size of these
pixels, and �iii� the finite extent of the camera face itself. Using a theo-
retical model, we define a single expression that accounts for all these
physical effects. With this model, we explore several different DH record-
ing techniques: off-axis and inline, considering both the dc terms, as well
as the real and twin images that are features of the holographic record-
ing process. Our analysis shows that the imaging operation is shift vari-
ant and we demonstrate this using a simple example. We examine how
our theoretical model can be used to optimize CCD design for lensless
DH capture. We present a series of experimental results to confirm the
validity of our theoretical model, demonstrating recovery of super-
Nyquist frequencies for the first time. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumen-
tation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3212678�
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Introduction

olography is a technique that enables the magnitude and
hase of an optical field to be recorded.1,2 Because record-
ng media, in general, are sensitive only to the intensity of
he light field incident upon them, a more complex optical
etup is required to record the phase of the incident field.
o record the phase information of the object field, it must
e interfered with a so-called reference beam at the record-
ng plane, thereby encoding the phase information as inten-
ity variations.1,3–6 In traditional holography, these intensity
ariations are recorded on a photosensitive material. Digital
olography �DH� is an extension of this technique where
he photosensitive material is replaced with a digital
amera.7–9 Recording the hologram electronically means
hat this information can be stored and manipulated in real
ime. The flexibility this allows the user in the recording,
rocessing, and remote replaying of holograms is one of the
rimary advantages of a digital holographic approach. DH
as growing applications in 3D recording and display
evices,10–12 as well as industrial metrology systems13 with
otentially far-reaching implications for cellular and micro-
lectromechanical systems imaging.14,15 One significant
rawback of this technique however is the limited space-

091-3286/2009/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
ptical Engineering 095801-
bandwidth product16 of the recorded digital holograms, due
in large part to the limited number of pixels in a typical
CCD camera. These cameras are discrete devices, and
therefore, sampling theory plays an important role in mod-
eling and optimizing DH setups. Other factors, such as the
finite size of the camera and the finite pixel size of the
individual detectors, both act to significantly limit the per-
formance of DH systems. This is not unexpected and has
been discussed by other authors �see, for example, Refs.
17–21�. What perhaps is not as well appreciated in the DH
community is that it is not necessary for the field in the
recording plane to be sampled at the Nyquist limit.17–21 In
the following analysis, we examine lensless DH exclu-
sively.

In Fig. 1, a typical �in-line� optical setup for performing
DH is illustrated. At the camera face, a reference wave and
a field that has been scattered from the object interfere and
the resulting intensity pattern is recorded by the camera.
This pattern contains the dc terms, the real and virtual im-
age. Typically, the user is interested in one of the image
terms and the other elements only act to degrade the quality
of the reconstructed hologram. Removal of the dc terms
and the virtual �or real� image is thus an important practical
consideration in all holographic systems, and accordingly,
many different techniques have been proposed to get rid of
these unwanted terms.9,22–24 Let us assume for the moment
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�1
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hat the complex field �the real image term�, uz�x�, is avail-
ble to us �i.e., that we have somehow removed the dc and
irtual terms�. We note then that once the complex field,
z�x�, at the camera plane has been obtained, the field at the
bject plane, u�X� �the reconstructed image�, can be calcu-
ated digitally using numerical techniques by a computer.
uppose that this field u�X� has a maximum spatial fre-
uency given by fmax. u�X� now propagates �described un-
er paraxial conditions with the Fresnel transform� to the
amera face, where its complex amplitude, uz�x�, is re-
orded. It is a property of the Fresnel transform that the
agnitude of the field’s spectral distribution remains in-

ariant under propagation and so uz�x� must also have a
aximum spatial frequency fmax �see Refs. 25 and 26�. A

amera’s spatial frequency bandwidth, Bc=2fc, and thus, its
bility to resolve a spatial frequency at the camera plane is
etermined by the distance between the centers of adjacent
ixels on the camera face. Therefore, on initial consider-
tion, one might conclude that the camera must be able to
esolve fmax �i.e., fc� fmax� if the object field is to be recon-
tructed properly. However, we note that several
uthors27–32 have shown that this sampling criterion may be
oo strict and that it is possible to recover the object signal
hen its Fresnel transform is sampled in the camera plane

over an infinite extent� at a rate lower than the Nyquist
imit. These results are clearly of interest in DH and may
ave practical implications: the camera could be placed
loser to the object with a resultant increase in numerical
perture and, thus, an improvement in 3D perspective. In
ef. 30, the authors describe recovery of these super-
yquist frequencies in terms of a generalized sampling

heory �GST�. In Ref. 29, the authors apply the GST to DH
ystems however do not examine the effect of the finite
ixel size. In a later paper,33 these authors do consider the
ffect of pixel size, concluding that the maximum recover-
ble frequency, fmax=1 /2�, where 2� is the width of the
ixel �see Eq. �7� in Ref. 33�. As we shall see, however, by
uitably designing a camera, this limitation can be over-
ome. In Refs. 20 and 21 resolution limits in DH systems
re also examined, however only for signals that are con-
idered well sampled in the Nyquist sense. In this paper, we
evelop a theoretical model that describes the limitations
n resolution that are imposed by �i� the finite extent of the
amera, �ii� the sampling rate, and �iii� the finite extent of

ig. 1 Schematic depicting a typical inline DH setup: M, mirror; P,
olarizer; BS, beamsplitter; Ph, pinhole; L lens; and MO, microscope
bjective.
ptical Engineering 095801-
the pixels. We note that if the camera pixels can be consid-
ered point detectors �described by a comb of Dirac � func-
tions�, then the analysis we present for the real image term
reduces to that discussed in Ref. 34. Also, in Refs. 20 and
21 the authors derive a similar expression to that discussed
in Ref. 34. In our model, we treat the averaging effect in-
troduced by finite-size pixels in a different manner to that
discussed in Refs. 20, 21, and 34, providing an alternative
means of understanding this effect.

The paper is organized as follows; In Sec. 2, we develop
a theoretical model describing the imaging process that in-
corporates �i� the finite extent of the CCD, �ii� the reduction
of power in higher spatial frequencies due to averaging
introduced by rectangular size pixels, and �iii� the effective
sampling rate imposed by the spacing between adjacent
pixels on the CCD face. We specifically examine the dc
terms and the twin image. Using this theoretical framework
in Sec. 3, we examine the predictions of our model for
several different recording architectures, off-axis and in-
line, and show that recovery of super-Nyquist frequencies
is not possible using an off-axis configuration. We then
examine how to optimally design CCD sensors to resolve
frequencies much higher than the Nyquist limit and that
limit defined in Ref. 33, by balancing these three different
effects �i.e., �i�, �ii�, and �iii��. In Sec. 4, we demonstrate
that the imaging operation performed by a DH system is a
shift variant using a simple example. In Sec. 5, we provide
a series of experimental results that clearly demonstrate the
limitations on resolution in a DH system imposed by the
three different factors identified in our theoretical model.
We provide what we believe is the first experimental evi-
dence demonstrating that we can recover frequencies above
the Nyquist limit of the CCD camera. A fast reconstruction
algorithm based on the fast Fourier transform �FFT� is dis-
cussed. Finally, we close the paper with a brief conclusion.

2 Theoretical Analysis
In Fig. 1, an object is illuminated with a temporally and
spatially coherent monochromatic plane wave. We describe
the resulting scattered field at plane X �see Fig. 1� by the
function u�X�. This field then propagates to the camera
plane �located in the plane z=zc�, where it interferes with a
reference wavefield uR�x�, and the resulting intensity is re-
corded by the CCD. Through a numerical reconstruction
process, where we simulate free-space propagation back to
the object plane �plane X, see Fig. 1�, we can approxi-
mately recover u�X�. There are several features of the re-
cording process, however, that limit the accuracy of our
recovered signal: �i� The finite extent of the camera, 2D,
�ii� the spacing between the centers of adjacent pixels, T,
and �iii� the finite extent, 2� of the pixels themselves. In
this section, we investigate each of these effects. We begin
by writing the continuous and instantaneous field intensity,
Ic�x ; t�, at the camera face as17,18,35

Ic�x;t� = �uz�x� + uR�x��2

= Iz�x� + IR�x� + u
z
*�x�uR�x� + uz�x�uR

*�x� , �1�

where Iz�x� and IR�x� are the intensities of the object and
reference fields, respectively, and are referred to as the dc
terms. The two latter terms in Eq. �1� contain the virtual
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�2
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nd real images, respectively, and the superscripted asterisk
enotes the complex conjugate operation. Under paraxial
onditions, we may relate the field uz�x� to u�X� using a
resnel transform,3 which we define as

z�x� = �z�u�X���x� ,

z�x� =
1

�j�z
	 u�X�exp
 j�

�z
�x − X�2�dX , �2�

�X� =
1

�− j�z
	 uz�x�exp
− j�

�z
�X − x�2�dx , �3�

here � is the Fresnel transform operator. In Eq. �3�, the
nverse operation is defined. In what follows, we drop the
onstant term 1 /��j�z from Eqs. �2� and �3�. The CCD
as a finite number of pixels, with an assumed uniform
tructure, that average the light energy incident upon them
see Chap. 9 of Ref. 36�. The measured quantity is referred
o as the integrated intensity and has units of energy. A
amera consists of an array of N�N pixels separated from
ach other by a distance T. We can represent �in one dimen-
ion� the integrated intensity array using the vector

n = �W1,W2, . . . . . . . . WN� = W�x�;t��T�x��pD�x�� , �4�

here pD�x��=1, when �x��	D and is 0 otherwise. Thus,
pD�x�� is an aperture function that defines the extent of the
amera face. The function �T�x� in Eq. �4� is a train of
irac � functions37 and is defined as �T�x�=�n=−



 ��x
nT�. Because the function �T�x� is periodic, it may also be
xpressed mathematically using a Fourier series
epresentation,38,39

T�x� =
1

T
�

n=−





exp j2�nx

T
� . �5�

he function W�x� ; t� is continuous and is related to the
emporally and spatially varying intensity Ic�x ; t� at the
amera face by

�x�;t� =
1

2�
	

t

t+�t 	
x�−�

x�+�

Ic�x;t�dxdt , �6�

here �t is the integration time of the camera and 2� is the
idth �area� of the pixel that is sensitive to light, and is

elated to the fill factor of the camera; ��T /2.17,18,35,40 If
e assume a stationary object and note that the illumination

ource is coherent and monochromatic, then the intensity of
he light field will not vary over the integration time of the
amera. Thus, we need only consider the spatial variation
f intensity over each pixel area, and thus, we rewrite Eq.
6� as

�x�� =
C

2�
	

x�−�

x�+�

Ic�x�dx , �7�

here C is an unimportant constant. We now reinterpret Eq.
7� as a convolution relation;
ptical Engineering 095801-
W�x�� =
C

2�
	

−





p��x − x��Ic�x�dx

=
1

2�
Ic�x�� � p��x�� , �8�

where p��x��=1, when �x��	� and is 0 otherwise, and
where � indicates a convolution operation. Substituting
Eqs. �1� and �8� into Eq. �4� and dropping the unimportant
scaling constant C, we arrive at the following result:20,21,34

Wn =
1

2�
pD�x��T�x��p��x� � �Iz�x� + IR�x� + u

z
*�x�uR�x�

+ uz�x�uR
*�x��� , �9�

where for notational simplicity, we set x�→x. Thus, we see
that the discrete vector of values returned by the camera
arise due to contributions from four separate sources: the
two dc terms and both the real and twin image. If we sim-
ply apply an inverse Fresnel transform to Eq. �9�, then we
find that we will indeed arrive at an approximation to u�X�,
which arises due to the contribution of the real image �i.e.,
the fourth term in Eq. �9��; however, this result will, in
general, be effected by the contributions of both the dc and
twin image terms. We note that the Fresnel operation is
linear, and thus, in the following subsections, we consider
the terms in Eq. �9�, separately.

2.1 DC Terms

The dc terms in Eq. �9� can be removed by recording the
intensities of the reference and object fields separately and
then subtracting them digitally from the captured hologram.
We note that other numerical approaches can also be used
to suppress these terms.8,41 Phase-shifting interferometric
techniques can also be used to remove both the twin image
and the dc terms. Although these dc terms do effect the
quality of the reconstructed hologram, they are relatively
unimportant compared to the behavior of the twin and real-
image terms.

2.2 Real Image Term

We now turn our attention to numerically reconstructing an
approximation to the continuous field u�X�. First, however,
we simplify the fourth term in Eq. �9� further by assuming
an ideal unit amplitude in-line reference beam, uR�x�
=exp�j2��z−zc� /��. Setting z=zc and applying an inverse
Fresnel transform on the real-image term, we get the fol-
lowing result for the reconstructed image:

us�X� =
1

2�
	 �uz�x� � p��x���T�x�pD�x�

�exp
− j�

�z
�X − x�2�dx . �10�

Using the results from Appendix A, we can rewrite Eq. �10�
as
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�3
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s�X� = exp− j�

�z
X2� 	 u�X1�exp j�

�z
X1

2��X,X1�dX1,

�11�

here

�X,X1� =	 B�x,X1��T�x�pD�x�exp
 j2�

�z
x�X − X1��dx

= 	
−D

D

B�x,X1��T�x�exp
 j2�

�z
x�X − X1��dx , �12�

nd where

�x,X1� =
1

2�
	

−�

�

exp j�

�z
u2�exp
− j2�

�z
�x − X1�u�du .

�13�

rom Eqs. �10�–�13�, we can see that there is a complex
nteraction between the finite camera extent pD�x�, the sam-
ling rate �T�x�, and the averaging due to the finite pixel
xtent p��x�. In order to gain some insight into how these
ifferent factors effect the numerically calculated recon-
truction, us�X�, we apply a series of limiting operations to
q. �10�. Initially, we will allow the camera extent ap-
roach infinity �i.e., D→
� and the finite extent of the
ixels to approach Dirac � functions �i.e., �→0�. Following
his, we examine, separately, how the finite camera aperture
nd how the finite pixel size change this initial result. Fi-
ally, we will discuss the interaction of all three factors.

.2.1 Infinitely large camera face with infinitely
narrow pixels: D→
, �→0

aking use of Eq. �5�, letting D→
 and �→0 reduces Eq.
10� to the following:

s�X� =
1

T�− j�z
	 uz�x��T�x�exp
− j�

�z
�X − x�2�dx

=
1

T�− j�z
�

n=−



 	 uz�x�exp j2�nx

T
�

�exp
− j�

�z
�X − x�2�dx . �14�

e also note the shifting property27,42 of the Fresnel trans-
orm �for an arbitrary linear phase ��, for some analytical
ignal f�X�,

z�f�X�exp�j2��X���x�

= exp− j��2

�z
�exp�j2�x���z�f�X���x − ��z� . �15�

ombining the results from Eqs. �14� and �15�, we arrive at
ptical Engineering 095801-
us�X� =
1

T�− j�z
�

n=−



 	 uz�x�exp� j2�nx/T�

�exp
− j�

�z
�X − x�2�dx ,

us�X� =
1

T
�

n=−





�−z�uz�x�exp
 j2� n

T
�x���X� ,

us�X� =
1

T
�

n=−





exp
− j��n/T�2

�z
�exp� j2�Xn/T�

��−z�uz�x��X −
n�z

T
� . �16�

Thus, from Eq. �16�, we can relate us�X� to the actual field
u�X�. The sampling process however causes differences be-
tween the actual signal and our approximation to it. We
note several points in relation to this: �i� the sampling pro-
cess creates an infinite number of replicas in the object
plane, �ii� the centers of adjacent replicas are separated by a
distance �z /T, �iii� each of the replicas is also multiplied by
a different linear phase as well as some unimportant con-
stant phase factor.

If we impose the constraint that our object �field� has a
finite support � in the object plane, then this field can be
imaged without overlapping replicas provided that T
� ��z� /�. This important result is known27,28,30,32–34,43 and
means that, under certain conditions, it is possible to
sample the diffracted field at rates below the Nyquist limit
and to recover, through a generalized interpolation formula,
super-Nyquist frequencies. In Ref. 26, some implications of
this result are explored in more detail using a simple ana-
lytical example. As we will see, however, the effect of the
finite pixel size and camera extent impose resolutions limits
in addition to this constraint.

2.2.2 Infinitely large camera face and averaging
due to finite pixel extent: D→


In this section, we look at the effect of averaging due to the
finite extent of the pixels in the camera plane and examine
how this impacts on our reconstructed approximation us�X�.
In particular, we note the effect on the resolution obtainable
in DH systems. If we now include the effect of pixel aver-
aging in our analysis, then we replace uz�x� with
uz�x�� p��x� in Eq. �16�, to give

us�X� =
1

T
�

n=−





exp
− j��n/T�2

�z
�exp�j2�Xn/T�

��−z�uz�x� � p��x��X −
n�z

T
� . �17�

We now consider the inverse Fresnel operation
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�4
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−z�uz�x� � p��x���X� = uz�x� � p��x� � exp− j�

�z
x2�

= uz�x� � exp− j�

�z
x2� � p��x�

= u�X� � p��X� . �18�

he conclusion we draw from this result is that the averag-
ng introduced by the finite size pixels acts to degrade the
uality of the reconstructed hologram by convolving it with
narrow rectangular function that is the same size as the

ixel. As �→0, this rectangular function narrows, reducing
he distorting effect that it has on the reconstruction. Pro-
ided that the distribution u�X� is approximately constant
ver the width of the function, p��X�, there will be little
istortion of u�X�. However, if we are attempting to recover
patial frequencies higher than the Nyquist limit, then u�X�
ill, by definition, vary significantly over the width of the
ixel and thus will act to make these distortions increas-
ngly pronounced. We also note that the effect of convolv-
ng p��X� with u�X� is to increase the spatial extent of the
esultant signal from � to �+2�. Thus, this new signal may
e recovered provided that T� ��z� / ��+2��.

We may also examine the effect of the convolution of
p��X� with u�X� in the spatial frequency domain. From Ref.
7 �p. 128�, we find that the Fourier transform of p��X� is
iven by

�p��x���fx� =	 p��x�exp�− j2�xfx�dx

�p��x���fx� = sinc�2�fx���� , �19�

here sinc�x�=sin�x� /x. Therefore, the effect of the convo-
ution operation is to multiply the spatial frequency content
f the signal, F�u�X���fx� by a sinc function. We note that
or values of fx such that fx=n / �2��, then Eq. �19� is zero,
nd therefore, these spatial frequencies will be entirely re-
oved from the signal. A more detailed interpretation of

his result is discussed in Ref. 26.

.2.3 Finite camera extent, neglecting averaging
due to pixels: �→0

e now examine the third factor that impacts on the quality
f our reconstructed hologram us�X�, the finite extent of the
amera. For simplicity, we assume that we are sampling
ith point detectors �i.e., we allow �→0�. In this instance,
q. �12� can be expressed as34

�X,X1� = 	
−D

D

�T�x�exp
 j2�

�z
x�X − X1�� . �20�

sing Eq. �5� in conjunction with the Fourier shift theorem
see Ref. 37, p. 104�, we find that

�X,X1� =
1

T
�

n=−





sinc
2�
D

�z
X − X1 −

�zn

T
�� . �21�

ubbing Eq. �21� into Eq. �11�
ptical Engineering 095801-
us�X� = exp− j�

�z
X2� 1

T
�

n=−



 	 u�X1�exp j�

�z
X1

2�
�sinc
2�D

�z
X − X1 −

�zn

T
��dX1

=exp− j�

�z
X2� 1

T
�

n=−





R�X,n� , �22�

where

R�X,n� = u�X�exp j�

�z
X2� � sinc
2�D

�z
X −

�zn

T
�� . �23�

Thus, we can see from Eqs. �22� and �23� that the effect of
the finite camera extent is to reduce the resolving ability of
the DH system by convolving the product of the initial
input and a quadratic phase term, with a sinc function,
whose width is determined by the wavelength of the light,
the size of the aperture, and the distance the camera is
placed from the object plane. However, as we shall shortly
demonstrate in Sec. 4, it is important to note that this “con-
volution” relationship is not a shift-invariant operation due
to the presence of the quadratic phase factor. Nevertheless,
as a useful “rule-of-thumb” approximation that we use later
when examining experimental results, it is convenient to
reinterpret Eq. �23� in the spatial frequency domain as a
low-pass filtering operation,

R�X,n� = F−1�F
u�X�exp j�

�z
X2��PD/�z�v�

�exp j2�v
nD

T
���X� , �24�

where PD/�z�v�=1, when �v�	D /�z and is 0 otherwise, and
where F and F−1 indicate Fourier and inverse Fourier trans-
form operations.

Again assuming that our input field u�X� has a finite
spatial extent �, we can see from Eq. �23� that this input
extent will be increased due to the presence of the sinc
function. Strictly speaking, a sinc function spans an infinite
spatial extent, implying that our recovered signal will in-
evitably suffer from aliasing. Practically, however, we may
assume that the sinc function can be effectively limited in
space. We therefore define the effective extent of the sinc
function, �S, as being twice the distance from its maximum
value to its first null in keeping with the analysis presented
in Ref. 34 �i.e., �S=�z /D�. Therefore, in order to ensure
the successive replicas do not overlap, we require that T
� ��z� / ��+�S�.

2.2.4 Finite camera extent and averaging due to
pixels

In this section, we look at how all three factors interact with
each other to limit the resolution of a practical DH system.
We begin by examining Eq. �13� and discuss how we may
simplify the expression considerably. Substituting this sim-
plified expression into Eqs. �11� and �12�, we then investi-
gate how finite pixel size and the finite extent of the camera
limit the resolution of the imaging system, identifying the
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�5
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egimes where one effect dominates over the other. For the
eaders convenience, we again present Eq. �13�,

�x,X1� =
1

2�
	

−�

�

exp j�

�z
u2�exp
− j2�

�z
�x − X1�u�du ,

nd note the similarity of the integral equation to that used
o describe Fresnel diffraction from a square aperture �1-D
lit� �see Refs. 3 �Sec. 4.51 on p. 84� and 44�. We further
ote that, under certain conditions, the quadratic phase fac-
or exp��j� /�z�u2� may be neglected. This approximation
s identical to the Fraunhofer approximation, which, from
q. 4.24 in Ref. 3, is satisfied when

�
��u2�max

�

�2

�z
� 1/� . �25�

o examine whether use of this approximation is justified
or practical DH systems, we put some typical values into
q. �25�. Setting �=633 nm, �=T /2=5 �m, and z
100 mm, we find that Eq. �25� gives �0.0004, which is
pproximately three orders of magnitude lower than 1 /�
0.32. Once we make the Fraunhofer approximation, Eq.

13� reduces to

�x,X1� = sinc
2��

�z
�x − X1�� , �26�

hich we now substitute back into Eq. �12� to give

�X,X1� = 	
−D

D

sinc
2��

�z
�x − X1���T�x�

�exp
 j2�

�z
x�X − X1��dx . �27�

nfortunately, we are not aware of an analytic solution for
q. �27� and, thus, we now examine three different regimes
here the above integral is effectively limited by �i� the
nite extent D, �ii� a combination of both D and �, and �iii�
here the pixel-related sinc function effectively limits the

ntegration range.
In order for Eq. �27� to be limited by the finite extent of

he camera, then the term sinc��2�� /�z��x−X1�� should re-
ain approximately constant over the range of integration

i.e., �D�. We arbitrarily define this to be the case when
inc��2�� /�z��x−X1���0.85 over this integration range
see Fig. 2�. Assuming fixed values for �, z, and �, we now
etermine the restrictions on the variables x and X1 �i.e.,
hat is the maximum value of �x−X1� such that

inc��2�� /�z��x−X1���0.85?�. To determine this, we note
rom Eq. �27� that x ranges from −D�x�D, thus xmax
D. To determine the values that X1 can take, we must
nce more consider Eq. �11� and note that we have assumed
ur input field u�X� has a finite extent given by �. Exam-
ning Eq. �11�, we can see that the values X can take are
1

ptical Engineering 095801-
limited by the assumed finite extent of input field. Using
the maximum �worst-case� value for �x−X1� gives the fol-
lowing inequality:

D +
�

2
� �

3

20
�z

�
� �28�

or equivalently

� �
3

20

 �z

�D + �/2�� . �29�

We note that the 3 /20 factor was chosen so that B�D ,
−� /2��0.858. Once the inequality �Eq. �29�� is satisfied,
we ignore the effect of pixel averaging on the spatial reso-
lution of the system. Thus, the limiting factor on the reso-
lution of the DH system is determined by the finite camera
extent D and the sampling rate, as was discussed in Sec.
2.2.3.

If the range of integration in Eq. �27� is limited some-
where in region �b� �see Fig. 2�, then both the averaging
effect of the pixels and the finite camera both contribute to
limiting the resolution in DH imaging systems. Because of
the complex interaction of all three factors, it is difficult to
provide a strict guideline over this region as to what exactly
makes the greatest contribution to limiting the resolution.

Finally, we identify region �c� as where the averaging
effect of the pixels is shown to dominate the maximum
recoverable frequency. Region �c� is again arbitrarily de-
fined as occurring once the third null of B�x ,X1� occurs
before the finite extent of the camera limits the integration
in Eq. �27�. In this instance, we assume that the finite extent
of the camera can be effectively ignored once

� � 3
 �z

�D + �/2�� . �30�

2.3 Twin Image Term
In this section, we wish to consider the twin image term in
Eq. �9�. We have already noted that the Fresnel transform is
linear, and therefore, we may use the results derived in Sec.
2.2.4 to examine the effect of the twin-image term. Again,
we wish to consider how each of the factors—sampling

Fig. 2 Plot of B�x ,X1� for different values of camera extent D cor-
responding to the three different regions: �a� where D dominates the
resolution of the system, �b� intermediate region where both � and D
limit the resolution, and �c� where the � limits the resolution.
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�6
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ate, finite pixel size, and finite camera extent—modify the
win image term. First, we will assume an infinitely large
amera face with infinitely narrow pixels: D→
, �→0.
hese assumptions are identical to those made in Sec. 2.2.1

nd allow us to effectively determine the spatial extent, �̃

f the twin image. Once we have defined �̃, we examine
ow it imposes additional constraints on the sampling rate
to ensure that the twin-image replicas do not overlap each

ther. Substituting u
z
*�x� for uz�x� in Eq. �16�, we get

s�X� = �−z�uz
*�x��T�x���X� ,

s�X� =
1

T
�

n=−





exp
− j��n/T�2

�z
�exp�j2�Xn/T�

� �−z�uz
*�x��X −

n�z

T
� . �31�

ote that we use the expressions ũ�X� and ũs�X� to refer to
he twin and the numerically reconstructed twin terms, re-
pectively. We recall from the derivation of Theorem 3 in
ef. 27 that u

z
*=�−z�x��u*�X���x�, and thus rewrite Eq. �31�

s

s�X� =
1

T
�

n=−





exp
− j��n/T�2

�z
�exp�j2�Xn/T�

� �−2z�u*�X��X −
n�z

T
� . �32�

he observations made about Eq. �16� also apply to Eq.
32�; in particular, we recall Observation �i�: the sampling
rocess produces an infinite number of replicas, separated
rom each other by a distance �z /T. Unlike in the previous
ase, however, where object field u�X� spanned a finite ex-
ent �, the field �−2z�u*�X���X� cannot have finite support.
his follows from Theorem 2 in Ref. 27, which states that
function can have a finite support in only one Fresnel

lane. It must follow, therefore, that signal power from ad-
acent ũs�X� replicas leak into each other, distorting the true
ignal, ũ�X�. Quantifying this distortion is not necessarily
traightforward and is signal dependent. For example, in
ef 45, it is shown that the rate of change of a signal’s
istribution �under Fresnel propagation� is dependent on
he magnitude of spatial frequency content of the signal
see Eq. �14� therein�. Similarly, it is expected that the in-
rease in spatial extent of a real wave field under Fresnel
ropagation will also depend on the physical spatial fre-
uency content of the signal, or if simulating wave propa-
ation numerically, will further depend on spatial frequency
xtent imposed by the chosen sampling rate. Nevertheless,
f we accept that a signal can be approximately bounded in
oth space and spatial frequency,16,46 then under certain
onditions16,46,47 the power contained in the signal u�X� af-
er Fresnel propagation is approximately confined within a

patial extent �̃, where
ptical Engineering 095801-
�̃ = � + �ZB , �33�

and where Z and B are the propagation distance and the
spatial frequency extent of the signal, respectively �see Sec.
3 in Ref. 46 and Eq. �4� in Ref. 48�. From Eq. �32� and
�33�, we can see that the spatial extent spanned by the

virtual image is approximately given by �̃=�+2�zB, be-
cause, after numerical reconstruction, the twin image has
propagated a distance of Z=2z. Thus, recovery of the twin
image imposes the following constraint on the sampling

rate: T� ��z� / �̃.
Now we turn our attention to the averaging effect intro-

duced by the finite size of the pixels. Using results from
Sec. 2.2.2, in particular substituting u

z
*�x� for uz�x� in Eqs.

�16� and �17�, we find that the effect of sampling with finite
pixels is to increase the extent of the reconstructed twin
image such that the sampling rate must be further increased

so that T� ��z� / ��̃+2��, to ensure that successive twin-
image replicas do not overlap.

We note from Sec. 2.2.3 that, when the finite size of the
camera is taken into consideration ��→0�, that an appro-

priate sampling rate is given by T� ��z� / ��̃+�S�. Finally,
when considering the interaction of these three factors, D,

T, and �, one must substitute �̃ for � in Eqs. �29� and �30�.

3 DH Architectures and Optimal Camera Design
for Lensless DH Microscopy

In this section, we examine how the theoretical results from
Sec. 2 apply to different DH systems. We then discuss some
guidelines, implied by our theoretical model, for the opti-
mal design of microscopic cameras for use in DH systems.

3.1 DH Architectures
The purpose of this section is to investigate two different
but well-known DH architectures: inline and off-axis. In
off-axis DH, a tilted plane wave is used as the reference
field. The use of an off-axis reference wave spatially sepa-
rates the virtual and real images in the reconstruction �ob-
ject� plane. For simplicity, let us once more assume that
D→
 and �→0. To ensure that there is sufficient space
between replicas in the reconstruction plane so that the twin
and the real image may be spatially separated, we require
that the replicas be separated by a distance greater than

twice �̃, which imposes a minimum sampling rate of T

� ��z� / �2�̃�. With some manipulation of Eq. �33� and not-
ing that B=2fmax, we may express the latter result as

fmax �
1

2T
−

�

2�z
,

fmax � fNQ −
�

2�z
, �34�

where fNQ is the Nyquist frequency. Thus, we conclude
from Eq. �34� that the maximum recoverable spatial fre-
quency, fmax, is lower than the Nyquist frequency for off-
axis configurations.
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�7
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There is a phase-shifting interferometric �PSI� technique
or removing the twin and dc terms9,49 for use in inline DH.
his technique typically requires several captures of some
cene whereby a series of phase shifts are introduced be-
ween the object and the reference arms. This can be
chieved using a high-precision piezomotor9,50 or alterna-
ively using wave plates.51 Using the four-step algorithm
escribed in Ref. 49 �see Eq. �3� therein� requires that four
eparate holograms are captured where the phase between
aptures is stepped by precisely � /2 radians. Assuming a
nit amplitude flat reference wave uR=exp�j��, we can
alculate uz from49

z�x� = �W�=0
n − W�=�

n + j�W�=�/2
n − W�=3�/2

n ��/4,

z�x� = pD�x��T�x��p��x� � �Ic
0 − Ic

� + j�Ic
�/2 − Ic

3�/2���/�8�� ,

�35�

here

c
��x;t� = Iz�x� + 1 + u

z
*�x�exp�j�� + uz�x�exp�− j�� . �36�

he disadvantage to the PSI approach is that, generally,
everal captures are required and, thus, real-time PSI imag-
ng is difficult. Nevertheless, once the twin and dc terms
ave been removed, it paves the way to recovering spatial
requencies higher than the Nyquist limit.

In Ref. 52, the authors investigate the effect of finite
ixel size on reconstructions for a Fourier DH setup. In
ourier DH, the reference beam is a displaced point source
djacent to the object. This architecture allows the holo-
ram reconstruction to be calculated using a single FFT
lgorithm. The reconstruction plane is therefore made up of
dc term occupying the central region and the two twin

mages on each side, which are both in-focus reconstruc-
ions of the object. By an analytical approach similar to that
utlined in this paper, the authors examine the effect of
nite pixel size and camera extent on the reconstructed ob-

ect field and refer the interested reader to this source for a
ore detailed examination. This approach may also allow

he recovery of super-Nyquist frequencies.

.2 Optimal Camera Design for Lensless
Microscopic DH Systems

ere, we examine how to optimize camera design for len-
less DH systems, with the assumption that some technique
as first been used to recover the real-image term. Let us
onsider imaging microscopic objects where the extent of
he object field is limited to a very small region. Ideally, we
hould strive to maximize the resolvable detail in our object
i.e., we should ensure that the DH system is operating in
egion �c� as defined by the inequality in Eq. �30��. In this
egion, it is possible in theory to recover frequencies far
igher than the Nyquist limit and, thus, D should be in-
reased as much as is feasible. It may also be possible to
rtificially increase D using synthetic aperture techniques.
nce � and z are fixed, we note that the limitation on the

ampling rate is then determined solely by the region of
pace �object extent� that we wish to look at. As � is made
maller, T can be reduced accordingly. The finite pixel ex-
ent reduces, and in some cases eliminates, the power in
ptical Engineering 095801-
higher spatial frequencies �see Eqs. �18� and �19�, and for a
more thorough discussion, see Ref. 26�. To ensure that all
spatial frequencies can be recovered, we suggest designing
a camera that has two different size pixels, �1 and �2, asso-
ciated with it. Two different pixel sizes will modulate the
spatial frequency content of the object field in different
manners in accordance with Eq. �19�. By combining the
information from both sets of pixels and performing some
numerical processing, it may be possible to satisfactorily
undo the filtering operation performed by the pixel or to
deconvolve the signal. In closing, we note that while choos-
ing a small pixel size for � increases the spatial frequency
response of the system, it also results in less power being
incident on the light-sensitive region of the camera. To bal-
ance these counteracting effects, we would suggest that a
small value for �1 and a relatively larger value for �2 be
chosen for optimal performance.

4 Shift Variant Properties of DH Imaging
We now wish to demonstrate the shift-variant nature of the
DH system described by Eqs. �22� and �23�. We begin by
examining how two point sources are imaged by the DH
system.53 We thus set

u�X� = ��X + d1� + ��X + d2� . �37�

For simplicity, we initially consider the case where n=0
and substitute Eq. �37� back into Eq. �22� to give

us�X� = exp
− j�

�z
�X2 − d1

2���sinc
2�D

�z
�X − d1��

+ exp�j��sinc
2�D

�z
�X − d2��� , �38�

where

� =  �

�z
��d2

2 − d1
2� . �39�

From Eqs. �38� and �39�, we can see that two displaced
point sources are mapped to two displaced sinc functions.
We note however that there is a space-dependent phase
difference, �, between these two terms. In the following
example, we keep the distance between the two point
sources fixed at 2d=�z / �2D�. However, we now allow
them to shift in the input plane and examine the resultant
distribution in the output plane. We consider three special
input plane locations for our point sources: �i� d1=d, d2=
−d, �ii� d1=d+D /2, d2=−d+D /2, and �iii� d1=d+D, d2=
−d+D and plot their distributions in Fig. 3. We have care-
fully chosen our displacements so that � in Eq. �40� has the
value of �i� �=0, �ii� �=� /2, and �iii� �=� in keeping
with a similar example presented on page 157 of Ref. 3 �p.
157� and specifically addressed in Ref. 53. In case �i�, the
point sources are located symmetrically about the optical
axis; however, they are not considered to be resolved in the
Raleigh sense.3 In case �ii�, even though the distance be-
tween the point sources has not changed, we have shifted
their location in the input plane a distance D /2, which has
the effect of introducing a phase shift �=� /2 between the
two contributions �In Fig. 3, we overlay the plots �us�X
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�8
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D /2��2 and �us�X−D��2 for presentation purposes�. In this
nstance, we can see that the point sources are deemed to be
esolved in the Raleigh sense. Finally, in case �iii�, where
he point sources are shifted a distance D, they appear to be
ven more clearly resolved than in the previous two cases.
o generate these results, we have used the following val-
es: z=200 mm, �=785 nm, D=3.354 mm, and T
6.45 �m, to give d=11.7 �m. We also note that this
hoice of T ensures that the replicas generated in the output
lane �i.e., the contributions arising from n= �1,2 ,3 , . . .�
re well separated from each other.

Experimental Results
n this section, we present some experimental results that
erify the theoretical description of DH imaging process
hat we presented in Sec. 2. The wave field emerging from
he laser in Fig. 1 is, after passage through several optical
lements, focused through a spatial filter and collimated to
orm an approximately flat plane wave. It is then incident
pon BS1 �see Fig. 1� and separated into the object and
eference wave fields. The object wave field is reflected
rom mirror A in Fig. 1 and illuminates our object, a stan-
ard transmissive USAF chart. The transmitted object field
hen passes through BS2 and is combined at the camera
ace with the reference field and the resulting intensity re-
orded. The distance from the object to the camera face is
iven by z=108 mm. We use a PSI technique to recover the
eal-image term, �2��−1�T�x�pD�x��us�x�� p��x��, by captur-
ng four separate images where the object beam has been
hase shifted in steps of � /4 between successive captures.
he phase shifting is introduced by moving mirror A in the

eference beam arm �see Fig. 1� with a calibrated piezoelec-
ric motor supplied by PiezoSystemJena PZ38CAP and
riven using Controller NV40/1CLE. These four captures
ere then processed using a standard phase-shifting

lgorithm,9 and the real-image term was recovered. Our
aser source is a CrystalLaser with �=785 nm, and the
amera used in the experiment was an AVT Dolphin
-145B camera with 1392�1040 pixels of pitch, T
6.45 �m. Unfortunately, for the camera we are using, the
ll factor is not specified. We can however still demonstrate

he effect of varying the pixel size. This results in a light-
ensitive area of width and height: 2Dx= �1392�T

8.978 mm and 2D = �1040�T�6.708 mm, respectively.

Φ = Π

Φ = 0

Φ = Π/2

�1.0 �0.5 0.5 1.0
X

0.5

1.0

1.5

�US�X� 2

ig. 3 Plot of �us�X��2 for �i� �=0 �solid line�, �ii� �=� /2 �dashed
ine�, and �iii� �=� �dotted line�. Because �ii� and �iii� are imaged at
ifferent locations they have been displaced so that the three plots
an be over-layed on top of each other for comparative purposes.
y

ptical Engineering 095801-
We note that a sampling rate of T=6.45 �m corresponds to
a Nyquist frequency of fNQ=77.5 lines /mm.

To numerically reconstruct the hologram, we first zero
pad it so that our matrix size is now 2048�2048. We now
propagate this matrix a distance z=−108 mm using the di-
rect method implementation of the Fresnel transform that
makes use of the FFT algorithm.46,48 A section �size: 626
�701 pixels� of the reconstructed hologram is presented in
Fig. 4. It is just about possible to discern both the horizon-
tal and vertical lines �although not the text� of element 6 in
group 4 on our USAF resolution chart, indicating that we
can resolve a spatial frequency, fR=28.5 lines /mm. We
now wish to examine the effect of reducing the aperture
size Dx from its maximum value of Dx=4.489 mm to a
lower value of Dx�1.123 mm, which is 25% of the actual
camera extent. We affect this change by setting to zero all
the values in our hologram matrix that lie outside the rect-
angular window determined by 2Dx. We recall from Eq.
�21� that as a rule of thumb the spatial frequency that the
DH system can resolve is approximately given by Dx / ��z�,
which for the cases indicated in the caption of Fig. 5, cor-

Fig. 4 Reconstruction of captured hologram. The reconstructed im-
age has a size 2048�2048 pixels. For ease of viewing, we show a
section of size 626�701 pixels. The bars of element 6 of group 4
�G4 E6� can just be resolved in this reconstruction.

Fig. 5 The effect varying Dx has on the perceived resolution of the
DH system. A specific region from Fig. 4 was examined �see the
white box� for different values of Dx: �a� Dx�4.489 mm, �b� Dx
�3.367 mm, 75% of �a�; �c� Dx�2.245 mm, 50% of �a�; and �d�
D �1.123 mm, 25% of �a�.
x

September 2009/Vol. 48�9�9
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espond to spatial frequencies of �a� 53.9 lines /mm, �b�
9.7 lines /mm, �c� 26.5 lines /mm, and �d� 13.2 lines /mm.
n examination of Fig. 5, we can see that, broadly speak-

ng, the resolvable spatial frequencies conform to this rule
f thumb. Note, however, that we have left Dy unchanged,
nd accordingly, we do not see a corresponding reduction
n detail in the vertical direction. When Dx=4.489 and as-
uming a 100% fill factor, we are now operating in region
b� as discussed in Sec. 2.2.4; however, when Dx

1.123 mm, we move to region �a� and, thus for the latter
xample Fig. 4�d�, the finite extent of the camera exclu-
ively determines the resolution of the DH imaging system.

Setting Dx=4.489 mm, we now examine the effect of
arying the sampling rate T. We are now operating in re-
ion �b�; however, from the inequalities defined in Eqs.
29� and �30�, we note that the sampling rate will not effect
he resolution. The sole effect of the sampling rate is to
etermine the distance between neighboring replicas. We
lso note that reducing the sampling rate is equivalent to
econstructing the hologram using a fewer number of
amples from the hologram matrix. We can do this by set-
ing to zero the values in hologram matrix that we do not
ant to contribute to the reconstruction, allowing us to
aintain the same number of samples in the output domain.
his is discussed in more detail in Appendix B. The main

esult of reducing the sampling rate is that the higher-order
eplicas move into the region of space that we wish to view,
orrupting the data therein. This can seen clearly by exam-
ning Figs. 6–8. In Fig. 6, we present the same region in
pace as depicted in Fig. 5; however in this instance, the

ampling rate along the x direction has been set to T̃=2T.
n the section shown in Fig. 6, no replicas are visible and
e note that the resolution of the system remains un-

hanged in this window. In Fig. 7, we set T̃=3T and we can
ow see the presence of higher-order replicas. In any areas
here the replicas do not overlap, the resolution remains
nchanged. The encroachment of higher-order replicas is

erhaps most dramatically illustrated in Fig. 8, T̃=4T,
here nearly the whole image is distorted. However, in the
ighlighted region, group 4 �see white box in Fig. 8� is
isible and it is clear that the resolvable resolution has not

ig. 6 Effect varying T on the resolvable detail in a reconstructed
ologram. The region is the same as that in Fig. 4; however, the
ampling rate along the x direction has been reduced so that

˜ =2T.
ptical Engineering 095801-1
been affected by the reduction in the sampling rate. We
note that decreasing the sampling rate by a factor of four
reduces fNQ from 77.5 to 19.37 lines /mm. Nevertheless,
we can still resolve element 4 of group 4 �see square box in
Fig. 8�, which is rated as having a spatial frequency of
22.62 lines /mm. This demonstrates that we are able to re-
solve frequencies higher than the Nyquist limit. According
to Eqs. �29� and �30�, our experimental system is currently
operating in region �b�, however, with a differently de-
signed camera, it may be possible to recover spatial fre-
quencies far higher than we are able to experimentally
demonstrate. In closing this discussion on sampling, we
would like to draw the readers attention to the interference
pattern that occurs when replicas overlap with each other
�see Fig. 7�. We remind the reader that we have only re-
duced the sampling along the x-axis direction, and here we
see that the interference modulation also occurs along the
x-axis. This is perhaps related to linear phase terms associ-
ated with higher-order replicas in accordance with Eq. �16�.

Finally, we wish to examine the effect of increasing the
effective pixel size. We have already noted that we are

Fig. 7 The effect varying T on the resolvable detail in a recon-
structed hologram. The region is the same as that in Fig. 5; how-
ever, the sampling rate along the x; direction has been reduced so

that T̃=3T.

Fig. 8 Effect varying T on the resolvable detail in a reconstructed
hologram. The region is the same as that in Fig. 5; however, the
sampling rate along the x direction has been reduced so that

T̃=4T.
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�0
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perating in region �b�, and thus, we expect that for a given
bject extent both the finite camera extent and finite pixel
ize will act together to limit the resolution of our system.
ere we will demonstrate the deleterious effect of the finite
ixel size by reconstructing several holograms that have
een recorded by a camera with different pixel sizes. Sup-
ose our camera returns the following 1-D array:

n = �1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, . . . � . �40�

o downsample our signal sixfold, we only consider every
ixth sample in the matrix, setting all other values to zero

n = �1,0,0,0,0,0,7, . . . � . �41�

n Eq. �41�, the pixel size is given by 2�=T. We can how-
ver change the size of our pixel by averaging the values of
eighboring pixels. For example, to set 2�=2T, Eq. �41�
ecomes

n = �1.5,0,0,0,0,0,7.5, . . . � . �42�

hus, the first two elements of the array given by Eq. �40�
re averaged to give the first element of Eq. �41�. Using this
pproach to vary the effective size of our pixels, we gener-
te four different reconstructions �see Fig. 9�. For Fig. 9�a�,
e set 2�=T, Fig. 9�b� 2�=2T, Fig. 9�c� 2�=4T, and Fig.
�d� 2�=6T. We wish to direct the readers attention to
roup 4, elements 3 and 4 �see circled region in figures� and
ote the increased blur on the vertical bars as one moves
rom Fig. 9�a�–9�d�. The effect is more pronounced by
omparing the blur over the vertical bars to those of the
orizontal bars, which are unchanged over the figures.

Conclusion
H is a technique for capturing and storing the complex

mplitude of a light field. This technique has many appli-
ations in modern science, including metrology, micros-
opy, as well as the capture of the 3-D scenes, which can be
ubsequently replayed in a different physical location. A
articularly attractive feature of DH is that the hologram
an be processed numerically, allowing for the extraction of

ig. 9 We are looking at group 4 and examining how varying the
ixel size 2� effects the resolvable detail in a reconstructed holo-
ram: �a� 2��T, �b� 2��2T, �c� 2��4T, and �d� 2��6T. Note the

ncrease in blurring over the horizontal bars for the elements 3 and 4
s one increases the finite pixel size.
ptical Engineering 095801-1
3-D information, speckle removal, identification of struc-
tures in a 3-D volume, as well as many other image-
processing techniques. A major limitation in DH, however,
is the relatively low spatial frequency response of modern
digital cameras, which in turn severely limits the resolution
of reconstructed holograms. Although in many applications
high spatial resolution may not be necessary, it becomes a
critical factor when trying to accurately record 3-D scenes.
As such, much effort is being expended both practically in
the improvement of camera technology and theoretically in
researching optimal methods of representing sampled data
�see, for example, Ref. 54�. In this paper, we have exam-
ined three different and independent factors that limit the
ability of DH systems to resolve detail in a reconstructed
image. We identified these factors as the finite extent of the
camera, the sampling rate, and the finite size of the pixels.
By developing a theoretical model to describe each of these
effects, we examined fundamental resolution limits in DH
systems. We extended the analysis to examine the effect of
both the dc terms and the twin �virtual� image. Several
different recording architectures were studied, and it was
shown that, in order to recover frequencies higher than the
Nyquist limit, it is necessary to use a PSI setup. We dem-
onstrated that DH imaging is shift variant. We used our
theoretical model to provide guidelines to optimally design
cameras for microscopic DH systems. Finally, a series of
experiments were conducted that verify the usefulness of
the theoretical model. These experiments provide the first
evidence to our knowledge that frequencies above the Ny-
quist limit may recovered in DH systems, verifying a well-
known theoretical result.

Much work remains to be done to further improve DH
imaging techniques and to fully take advantage of some of
the characteristics of this imaging modality. For example,
we note that because DH is a coherent imaging process, it
is subject to the deleterious effects of speckle noise. There-
fore, robust techniques for reducing speckle noise while
maintaining detail in the reconstructed image constitute an
important numerical processing consideration. Several dif-
ferent techniques have shown some promise in this area.55

Another promising approach is the use of wavelets,54,56

which allows more freedom in processing the digital holo-
gram once it has been captured. Wavelets show promise in
several other areas, including speckle reduction
techniques,54 the development of propagation algorithms,57

as well as autofocusing techniques.58

Appendix A

The purpose of this appendix is to simplify the expression
in Eq. �10�,

us�X� = exp− j�

�z
X2� 	 �uz�x� � p��x���T�x�pD�x�

�exp− j�

�z
x2�exp− 2j�

�z
xX�dx . �43�

We begin by expanding the convolution expression in Eq.
�43�,
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�1
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z�x� � p��x� =	 uz�x − u�p��u�du . �44�

sing Eq. �2� and making the variable change x→x−u, we
ewrite Eq. �44� as

z�x� � p��x�

=	 exp
 j�

�z
�x2 + u2��exp− j2�

�z
xu� 	 u�X1�

� exp� j�

�z
�X1

2 − 2X1�x − u���dX1p��u�du . �45�

fter some manipulation, this can be rearranged to give

z�x� � p��x� = exp j�

�z
x2� 	 B�x,X1� � u�X1�

�exp
 j�

�z
�X1

2 − 2X1x��dX1, �46�

here

�x,X1� = 	
−�

�

exp j�

�z
u2�exp
− j2�

�z
u�x − X1��du . �47�

ubstituting Eq. �46� into Eq. �43�, changing the order of
ntegration, and simplifying, we get

s�X� = exp− j�

�z
X2� 	 �X,X1�u�X1�exp j�

�z
X1

2�dX1,

�48�

�X,X1� =	 B�x,X1��T�x�pD exp
 j2�

�z
x�X − X1��dx . �49�

ppendix B
n this appendix, we examine the numerical algorithm we
se to generate the results presented in Sec. 4. Let there be
wo fields f�X� and fz that are related to each other by a
resnel transform,

fz�x� =
1

�j�z
exp j�x2

�z
� 	 f�X�exp j�X2

�z
�

�exp− j2�xX

�z
�dX . �50�

e drop the leading quadratic phase factor and scaling term
or the remainder of this section. The field fz�x� may be
pproximately calculated from a discrete set of N samples
n which the case of Eq. �50� changes to

fz�x� � �
n=−N/2

n=N/2−1

f�n�X�exp j�n2�X
2

�z
�exp− j2�xn�X

�z
� , �51�

here X→n�X. To make use of the efficient FFT algorithm,
e must map N samples in one domain to an equal number
ptical Engineering 095801-1
of M samples in the output domain. Therefore, we define
the vector fz as

fz
T = 
 fz− M�x

2
�, fz− �M − 1��x

2
�, . . . �

fz
T = �fz1, fz2, . . . � , �52�

where T indicates a transpose operation. fz may be related
to the input function with the following relation:

fz = �
m=−M/2

n=M/2−1

�
n=−N/2

n=N/2−1

f�n�X�exp j�n2�X
2

�z
�exp− j2�m�xn�X

�z
� ,

�53�

where x→m�x. Making use of the FFT algorithm imposes
the following constraint:

M�x = �z/�X, �54�

and now we can rewrite Eq. �53�

fz = Ā f̄ , �55�

where

Ā = �A11 A12 . . .

A21 A22 . . .

] ]

� �56�

with

Amn = exp− j2�m�xn�X

�z
� , �57�

and

fT = �f−N/2, f−�N−1�/2, . . . , f−n, . . . � �58�

Expanding Eq. �55� for fzm, we get

fzm = Am1f1 + Am2f2 + Am3f3 + A14f4 + A15f5 + ¯ . �59�

The FFT algorithm limits the user’s control over the output
domain space; for example, one must map N samples from
one domain to an equal number of samples in the output
domain. In Sec. 4, we wish to maintain the same number of
samples in the output domain �for comparative purposes�
while reducing the number of contributing samples in the
input domain. From Eq. �59�, we can see that, by setting
individual values in the matrix f to zero, they will not con-
tribute to the calculated output value fzm. We can therefore
reduce the number of contributing samples in the input do-
main without affecting the number of samples in the output
domain. We note that it is possible to calculate the continu-
ous distribution fz�x�; however, the process is relatively
slow compared to the efficiency of the FFT algorithm. The
FFT-based Fresnel calculation described here is based on
what is referred to as the DM.46,48 This technique is also
discussed in Ref. 29.
September 2009/Vol. 48�9�2
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